Best Practices for Claim Charts
By Erik Chmelar, JD, PhD, MBA, PE, …

Chart the
most signiﬁcant
product in
a family

Do not cut-and-paste dense paragraphs
of evidence without identifying which
speciﬁc facts map to various subparts
of the claim element.
Phrases like “for example” and
“including without limitation” fail
to lock down the speciﬁc facts that
satisfy a given claim element.

Although claim terms take their plain and
ordinary meaning, it can be beneﬁcial to
include an assumed construction for
terms that are likely to be disputed.

Do not infer that a product embodies a
claim element based only on the product
achieving the claimed result; the product
may implement an alternate way to
achieve that result.

If multiple products infringe and it is
burdensome to chart each product, then
chart the most signiﬁcant products as
exemplary infringing products and list
the other products.

Beware of generalized or inaccurate
information sometimes provided by
marketing materials or third-party
documents.

Use reliable
sources for
evidence

Avoid proofby-inundation

Identify a deﬁnite structure from the
speciﬁcation that performs the claimed
function and list that structure as part of
the evidence for the claim element.

Avoid
information
and-belief
mappings

Ensure the
chart targets
the correct
entity

Provide
corresponding
structure for
means-plus
function
elements

Avoid the
inventor’s
fallacy

Advanced
Strategies
For indirect
infringement,
there must
be a direct
infringer

When a claim chart
discloses an indirect
infringement theory
(inducement or contributory), the chart must show
how direct infringement
occurs by some entity.

Avoid
exemplary or
open-ended
mappings

Explicitly
disclose
a doctrine of
equivalents
theory

Avoid overly
broad claim
construction

Don’t use
legal boilerplate
in place of
evidence

If a chart includes a middle
column dedicated to claim
construction, be sure that
the evidence in the right
column comports with
that construction.

Although an explanation of
a legal theory can serve a
notice function, do not rely
on placeholder or “reserve
the right” statements that
lack a factual basis or an
explanation.

If an equivalence is not entirely
understood prior to discovery, at
least provide a statement of the
doctrine of equivalents and a
corresponding explanation to put
the other party on notice.

Avoid
parroting
the claim
language

Evidence
for different
elements
should not
conﬂict

Determine essentiality of
a standards-essential patent

Basic
Principles

Negotiate a patent
licensing agreement
Invalidate a patent in an
infringement defense
Assert a patent
against an infringer

Provide
pinpoint
citation for
all evidence

Separate
multi-part
elements into
components
or steps

Evidence provided for a claim element should narrowly
pertain to that element; evidence that merely relates to the
element is insufficient.

Although semicolons usually deliniate claim elements, some
elements contain multiple components or steps that are best
addressed individually.

Evidence provided for one claim element should not be
mutually exclusive or contradictory to evidence provided
for another element.
While it may be tempting to transcribe evidence into the language
of the claim, it is better to preserve the terminology of the evidence
and to provide additional support for mapping the claim language to
the evidence.

A “standards-essential patent” is not really essential when its
claims include elements that only map to optional features of
the standard.

Clearly disclose whether the infringing
entity is the maker, importer, seller, or
user of the accused product or service,
and disclose how that entity infringes.
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When speciﬁc evidence
for a claim element
remains elusive, ensure
that the appropriate
evidentiary support is
likely to be found after
a reasonable opportunity
for further investigation
or discovery.

Use claim
terms as
construed

Do not rely
on optional
features of
a standard

Claim charts are invaluable for safeguarding
patent rights, especially during license negotiations and infringement litigations. A claim chart
maps each element of a claim to a product or
publication. This infographic describes best
practices for creating claim charts. Go directly to
the colored circles corresponding to a particular
purpose, or start at Basic Principles and work
towards Advanced Strategies.
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